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Abstract: During emergencies and disaster situations, microblogging sites, especially twitter, can be used as a source
of providing situational information needs. Monitoring and identifying informative tweets from tweet streams pro-
vide enormous opportunities for public safety personnel in coordinating aid operations as well as conducting the
post-incident analysis. However, the brevity of tweets and noisy tweet contents makes it challenging to extract the
situational information effectively and identify the tweets based on different information types. In this paper, we pro-
pose a neural network model with a naive rule-based classifier for actionable informative tweets classification. In our
proposed neural architecture, we exploit the transfer learning features from a pre-trained sentence embeddings model
along with a rich set of hand-crafted features to train a multilayer perceptron (MLP) network. In addition, we employ
the state-of-the-art LSTM variants, nested LSTMs (NLSTMs) to capture the long-term dependency effectively. On
top of nested LSTMs, we perform the convolution using multiple kernels (CMK) to obtain the higher-level represen-
tation of tweets. Experiments on the 2018 TREC incident streams (TREC-IS) dataset show that our proposed neural
model learns the contextual information effectively and achieves the overall best result compared to the state-of-the-art
methods.

Keywords: microblog incident streams, actionable information, crisis informatics, disasters, nested LSTMs, convo-
lution using multiple kernels, transfer learning features, hand-crafted features.

1. Introduction

Microblog platforms such as twitter, sina weibo, etc. are
rapidly moving towards a platform for informal user-generated
information production and consumption. Among the several mi-
croblog services, twitter has become the most popular. The real-
time nature of twitter plays an important role during a disaster pe-
riod, such as earthquakes, wildfires, and so on. This is because the
user-generated twitter posts during such events might be useful to
serve the situational information needs [1]. For example, we can
consider a recent fire incident that happened in the world’s largest
tropical rainforest Amazon. When the fire began in Amazon, we
saw that lots of people posted a vast number of tweets about this
issue on twitter. Upon observing such tweets, we saw that the ac-
tionable information shared by the people in twitter including the
current situations of the incident, requesting a search and rescue
operation, asking people to leave an area, asking for funding and
donations, asking for volunteers, asking for service or physical
goods, and reporting weather information. That is why safety per-
sonnel from government and non-government organizations are
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increasingly interested in identifying or categorizing such action-
able informative tweets produced on twitter during a crisis period.
But retrieving and identifying actionable information from twit-
ter is regarded as a challenging information retrieval (IR) problem
due to the specific nature of tweets.

To address the general real-time information retrieval (IR)
problems in twitter, the text retrieval conference (TREC) intro-
duced the microblog ad-hoc search task in 2011 [2]. In contrast,
TREC-2018 introduced an incident streams (TREC-IS) task de-
signed specifically to tackle the challenges of utilizing informa-
tion shared in microblog during an emergency period.

2018 TREC Incident Streams (TREC-IS) Task: The 2018
TREC-IS track focused on analyzing the social media posts, espe-
cially tweets and categorizing them into several incident-related
classes. The curated posts are beneficial to the safety personnel
to take the necessary actions or post-incident analysis. The main
task of the track is formally defined as follows [3], [4]:

Task: Classifying tweets by information type (High-level)

Given a tweet related to an incident event, a system needs to as-
sign a high-level information type (i.e., one category per tweet).
In the 2018 track, organizers only focused on the classification
task and the primary evaluation measure was the classification F1
score, micro averaged over the different information types. The
high-level information-types are defined in the 2018 TREC-IS
incident ontology [3], [4] and the incident events that are consid-
ered in 2018 track including earthquakes, typhoon/tornado, flood,
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shooting, bombing, and bushfire/wildfire. We provide the detail
description of the dataset, evaluation criteria, and performance
analysis regarding this task in the Section 4.

Participants proposed several methods in the 2018 TREC-IS
competition. Some participants addressed the problem using tra-
ditional deep learning based approaches (e.g., CNN, LSTM) [5],
[6], whereas other participants utilized the classical supervised
classifiers (e.g., SVM, Naive Bayes) in their method [5], [7], [8].
However, the lack of utilizing state-of-the-art deep learning tech-
niques effectively hampered the performance of most of the par-
ticipants’ methods.

The main contribution of this paper is that we propose a uni-
fied neural network model that incorporates the multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP), multiple kernels based convolution, and nested
LSTMs [9] model, where MLP model imputed with the transfer
learning features and hand-crafted features. Our neural model
learns the contextual information effectively and we show the ef-
ficacy of our method based on the experiments on 2018 TREC
incident streams (TREC-IS) dataset.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides a detailed overview of prior research, which instigates us
to contribute in this domain. In Section 3, we introduce our pro-
posed framework. Section 4 includes experiments and evalua-
tion as well as comparative performance analysis with the related
methods. We conclude our work and discuss some future direc-
tions in Section 5.

2. Related Work

The real-time information generation nature of twitter makes it
important to serve the situational information needs during emer-
gencies. However, in addition to its short length characteristics,
the informal user-generated tweets contain lots of unambiguous
and unconventional word forms. Thus, it is challenging for the
researchers to distill the correct information type accurately from
tweet content.

To effectively utilize microblogging sites during disaster
events, Rudra et al. [10] proposed a framework that first clas-
sified the tweets based on the consideration of the typicalities
about disaster events and whether a tweet contains a mixture of
situational and non-situational information. Later, the summa-
rization technique was employed for better representation of the
extracted situational information. Truong et al. [11] proposed a
Bayesian approach to identify the informational tweets from the
tweet streams, whereas Dutt et al. [12] proposed a system named
as SAVITR for extracting real-time location information from mi-
croblogs during an emergency situation or disaster period.

Moreover, Gosh et al. [13] introduced a task at the 2016 forum
of information retrieval (FIRE) conference, in which the goal was
to address the challenges of retrieving specific types of situational
information from twitter posts during the disaster period. Basu et
al. [14], [15] conducted a comparative performance evaluation of
the traditional IR models for this task as well as analyzing the per-
formance of the participants’ systems. Along with this direction,
in the 2017 FIRE microblog track, Basu et al. [16] introduced a
task to identify only the need tweets and availability type tweets
from the tweet streams. The need and availability tweets are very

important for coordinating relief operations in a disaster situation.
Many teams have participated in these tasks with their proposed
solution to tackle the challenges [16].

Recently, at the 2018 text retrieval conference (TREC),
McCreadie et al. [3], [4] introduced an incident stream (TREC-
IS) task which was focused on addressing the challenges of mi-
croblog retrieval during an emergency period. The main task of
this track was to categorize the tweets related to an incident into
different high-level information types.

Participants at the TREC-IS 2018 track [4], [5], [6], [7] uti-
lized the manual feature engineering techniques with the classical
learning algorithms including SVM, Naive-Bayes, random for-
est, decision tree, and K-nearest neighbors (KNN). In addition,
some participants employed wordnet in their approaches [7], [17].
Other participants proposed deep learning based approaches in-
cluding multilayer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural net-
works (CNN), and long short-term memory (LSTM) [5], [6]. Few
participants combined the classical method with deep learning
models to improve classification accuracy [6].

However, most of the participants explored the traditional ap-
proaches in their proposed methods, which motivate us to address
the actionable informative tweet classification problem defined in
TREC-IS using state-of-the-art deep learning techniques in a uni-
fied architecture.

3. Proposed Framework

In this section, we describe the details of our proposed frame-
work. Given a query related to an incident and a set of tweets, the
goal of our proposed framework is to categorize the actionable in-
formative tweets into the different high-level information types.
For tweets related to disasters, examples of some high-level
information types include GoodsServices, SearchAndRescue,
Donations, MultimediaShare, Sentiment, Volunteer, Factoid, In-
formationWanted, Official, etc. The overview of our proposed
framework is depicted in Fig. 1.

At first, our system fetches a query and the corresponding
tweet set as a single batch and indexes them for further process-
ing. Next, a naive rule-based classifier is applied to classify the
tweets into the corresponding high-level information types. For
the tweets that are not classified by the rule-based classifier, we
consider the prediction label from our proposed neural network
model. Finally, the set of labeled tweets returns to the user.

Fig. 1 Proposed tweet categorization framework.
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Intuitively, in disaster scenarios, it might be beneficial if we
can define some rules to distill the tweet information quickly and
accurately without employing extensive feature extraction proce-
dures for neural network based methods. We choose the neural
network based method over the traditional bag-of-words (BoW)
based methods because tweets have length constraints and do
not provide sufficient word occurrences. Besides, BoW based
models have some strong limitations to handle the informal user-
generated content, especially tweets. First, tweets contain the rare
and noisy words incessantly, which leads to a severe feature di-
mensionality problem. Second, BoW considers all words of a
document are independent, therefore failed to capture the word-
order information. Third, words in the tweets are frequently poly-
semous i.e., a word may have several meanings and BoW failed to
address polysemy problems [18], [19]. From this observation, we
combine the rule-based classifier with a unified neural network
model in our proposed framework.

3.1 Rule-Based Classifier
Rule-based classification schemes have been popularly used

in various classification tasks because they are easy to design,
understand, interpret, and classify the new samples quickly and
effectively [20], [21], [22], [23]. Moreover, performance of the
rule-based classifiers are comparable to decision trees [24], [25].

In rule-based classifiers, we usually construct a set of rules
that determine a certain combination of patterns, which are most
likely to be related to the different classes or information types.
Each rule consists of an antecedent part and a consequent part.
The antecedent part corresponds to the condition and the conse-
quent part corresponds to a class label [26]. We can define a rule
as follows:

Rj : if x1 is Aj1 and/or ........ xn is Ajn

then Class = C j, j = 1, ......,N

where Rj is a rule label, j is a rule index, Aj1 is an antecedent set,
C j is a consequent class, and N is the total number of rules.

Our unsupervised rule-based classifier casts the TREC incident
streams (TREC-IS) task as a multi-class classification problem
and labels each tweet to the corresponding information types as-
signed by the rules. To achieve this, we define a set of rules based
on the tweets’ language and indicator terms available within a
tweet. Descriptions of our defined rules are presented in the sub-
sequent subsections.
3.1.1 Language Related Rule

Even though twitter is a multilingual microblogging platform,
we only consider English tweets as relevant in this research.
Therefore, we define a rule based on the language of a tweet that
is, if the language of a tweet is not English, we classify the tweet
as Irrelevant information type. We employ a publicly available
language detection library *1 to identify the language of a tweet.
3.1.2 Indicator Terms based Rule

A tweet may contain some highly influential indicator terms
related to an information type that may be useful to categorize
the tweet into the corresponding type. In this regard, we exploit

*1 https://code.google.com/p/language-detection/

Fig. 2 Proposed neural network model.

the indicator terms of several information types and empirically
define two rules for the two information types. One for the
MultimediaShare category and the other for the Donations cat-
egory. We prepare two curated lexicons of indicator terms for
these categories. Examples of some highly influential indicator
terms for MultimediaShare category include “#photos”, “video”,
“@youtube”, etc. and some examples for Donations category in-
clude “donate”, “donations”, “fundraiser”, etc. If a tweet contains
words from these lexicons, we classify it to the corresponding in-
formation type. The priority of the information type is determined
by the number of lexicon words that the tweet contains.

3.2 Proposed Neural Network Model
In this section, we describe the details of our proposed neural

network model that classifies the actionable informative tweets
into different information types. Figure 2 depicts an overview of
our proposed neural architecture.

At first, we utilize the multiple kernels based convolution fil-
ters with four different kernel sizes including (2, 3, 4, 5) to ex-
tract the higher-level feature sequences from the tweet embed-
dings. The generated feature sequences are then concatenated and
fed into the nested LSTMs (NLSTMs) to learn long-term depen-
dencies. To adopt the strength of transfer learning, we employ
a pre-trained sentence embeddings model, InferSent to encode
each tweet into a 4096-dimensional feature vector. In addition,
we extract 19 hand-crafted features broadly grouped into four
different categories including lexical and content relevant fea-
tures, incident and event related features, sentiment aware fea-
tures, and twitter specific features. Both the transfer learning
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Fig. 3 Computational graphs of the LSTM and Nested LSTMs (NLSTMs).

features and hand-crafted features are then combined and sent to
a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) module. Finally, representations
from NLSTMs module and MLP modules are concatenated and
sent to the fully-connected information type prediction module to
determine the final label. In the following sections, we describe
each of these components elaborately.
3.2.1 Embedding Layer

In the embedding layer, we represent each tweet based on
the distributed vector representation of words that help the deep
learning models to achieve better performances [27], [28], [29].
Such vector representation captures the semantics and contextual
information in their values. To obtain the high-quality distributed
vector representations, we utilize a pre-trained word embedding
model in our proposed framework. The dimensionality of the
word vector matrix defined as L × D, where L denotes the length
of the tweet, and D denotes the word-vector dimension.
3.2.2 Convolution using Multiple Kernels (CMK)

The objective of using multiple kernel-based filters in the con-
volution layer is to obtain different types of effective features [30].
Previous studies already demonstrated the efficacy of using mul-
tiple kernels over the single one [30], [31]. Therefore, we perform
the convolution operation that uses multiple kernels (i.e., the size
of the convolution filters): 2, 3, 4, and 5 to extract the high-level
features from the embedding matrix obtained from the previous
stage. After performing the max-pooling operation, the univari-
ate feature maps generated from each kernel are concatenated and
passed to the next layer.
3.2.3 Nested LSTMs

Nowadays, long short-term memory (LSTM) based deep learn-
ing models are the most popular choice for sequential tasks. In
our neural architecture, we employ the state-of-the-art nested
LSTMs (NLSTMs) [9] model that achieved significant improve-
ment to learn longer term dependencies compared to the single-
layer or stacked LSTM model. In NLSTMs, the LSTM memory
cells selectively read and write necessary long-term information
through accessing their inner memory. Though LSTM is employ-
ing couter

t = ft�ct−1+it�gt to estimate it’s outer memory cell value,
NLSTMs use the concatenation ( ft � ct−1, it � gt) as an input to
an inner LSTM (or NLSTM) memory cell, and set couter

t = hinner
t .

Figure 3 depicts an illustration of computational graphs of the
LSTM and NLSTM. Such selective access to inner memories
helps the NLSTMs to operate on longer time-scales and capture
the contextual information effectively.

3.2.4 External Tweet Encoder
We exploit the convolutional-nested-LSTMS module to learn

the context of the tweets. However, due to the complex nature of
disaster related tweets and shortage of training samples, it might
be beneficial if we incorporate knowledge from external sources
to extract some generic information from tweets. We employ two
different approaches to encode each tweet to extract the meaning-
ful information as features. The first one is the transfer learning
based features extractor via universal sentence embedding and
the second one is the hand-crafted features extractor. Next, we
describe each of the approaches in detail.

Transfer Learning Features: Disasters and other crises
events are usually complex by nature and have some unique char-
acteristics. That is why the type of events, affected people and
the region, time, and many other factors have an impact on events
news and information evolves in social media. Therefore, it is
cumbersome to prepare effective training samples and extract
relevant contextual information from the unstructured and noisy
tweet contents. To overcome these limitations, one plausible so-
lution is to transfer generic knowledge from existing tasks as an
additional input to the designed model.

In transfer learning, a neural network model is trained on a
dataset before being used as a feature extractor on the other
dataset [32], [33]. The extracted transfer learning features are
usually generic and applicable to other applications. This way en-
ables a model to transfer knowledge which augments the learning
process in a different target domain. We choose transfer learning
via pre-trained sentence embedding due to its effectiveness over
the word level embeddings [34], [35]. However, prior work on
providing pre-trained sentence embedding models can be rami-
fied into two types [36]: i) models that require fine-tuning accord-
ing to the transferring task [37], [38], [39], [40] and ii) models
that provide universal sentence embeddings and can be employed
without fine-tuning the encoder parameters [34], [41], [42]. We
follow the second type and employ a pre-trained generic sentence
embedding model InferSent [34] without fine-tuning to extract
the effective transfer learning features.

InferSent [34] is a universal sentence embedding model that
embeds a full sentence into a vector representation. Such repre-
sentation captures important features from a sentence since they
utilize the inherit properties from their underlying word embed-
dings. In the InferSent model, a BiLSTM network with max-
pooling function is employed to encode each sentence. It is
trained on supervised data of the Stanford natural language in-
ference (SNLI) dataset. InferSent model exploits the semantic
nature of the SNLI task for obtaining generic sentence represen-
tations. Experimental results on several transfer tasks demon-
strated that the semantic representations of sentences provided by
this method are effective compared to the other popular unsuper-
vised methods e.g., SkipThought vectors [43]. This observation
motivates us to utilize this sentence embedding model to extract
the effective transfer learning features. In our architecture, we
employ the InferSent model trained on fastText [29] vectors to
encode each tweet into a 4096-dimensional feature vector.

Hand-Crafted Features: We extract a set of 19 hand-crafted
features broadly grouped into 4 different categories including
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Table 1 List of hand-crafted features used in this work [6], [26].

Type Feature Definition

( 1 ) TF-IDF [53] similarity score between an incident query
and a tweet.

( 2 ) Okapi BM25 [54] similarity score between an incident
query and a tweet.

L
ex
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al
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d

C
on

te
nt

R
el

ev
an

t

( 3 ) Language model with Dirichlet smoothing [55] score be-
tween an incident query and a tweet.

( 4 ) Tweet Length Feature: Number of words available in a
tweet.

( 5 ) Average Word Length Feature: Average length of the
words available in a tweet.

( 1 ) Location Count Feature: Number of location names avail-
able in a tweet.

( 2 ) Organization Count Feature: Number of organization
names available in a tweet.

( 3 ) Person Count Feature: Number of person-information
available in a tweet.

In
ci

de
nt

an
d

E
ve

nt
R

el
at

ed

( 4 ) Noun Count Feature: Number of noun POS available in a
tweet.

( 5 ) Phone Number Count Feature: Number of phone numbers
available in a tweet.

( 6 ) Known Already Count Feature: In an incident event, the
number of previously posted tweets that are nearly iden-
tical (70% similar based on Cosine Similarity) with the
corresponding tweet.

( 1 ) Sentiment Polarity Feature: A binary feature that is as-
signed to 1 if a tweet has positive or negative sentiment
polarity and 0 otherwise.

( 2 ) Positive Word Count Feature: Number of positive words
available in a tweet based on the lexicon.

Se
nt

im
en

tA
w

ar
e

( 3 ) Negative Word Count Feature: Number of negative words
available in a tweet based on the lexicon.

( 4 ) Emoticon Count Feature: Number of emoticons available
in a tweet.

( 1 ) Hashtag Feature: A binary feature that is assigned to 1 if a
tweet contains a hashtag and 0 otherwise.

( 2 ) Hashtag Count Feature: Number of hashtags available in
a tweet.

Tw
itt

er
Sp

ec
ifi

c

( 3 ) URL Feature: A binary feature that is assigned to 1 if a
tweet contains a URL and 0 otherwise.

( 4 ) Retweet Feature: A binary feature that is assigned to 1 if a
tweet is a retweet of the other tweet and 0 otherwise.

Total 19 Features

lexical and content relevant, incident and event related, sentiment
aware, and twitter specific features that effectively represent the
content of a tweet. The feature extraction processes are described
in Table 1.

The first 3 lexical and content relevance features are used to
estimate the lexical similarity between a given incident query and
a tweet. In this regard, we generate the incident query by combin-
ing the query title and narrative. The intuition behind these three
features is that a tweet might contain more relevant and mean-
ingful information if it has the highest similarity with the query.
Besides, we extract the tweet length feature and average word
length feature since a longer tweet might contain more informa-
tion about the incident.

We also extract 6 incident and event related features that seem
to be important during the disaster period. We utilize the Stanford
named entity recognizer (NER) tool [44] to identify the location,
organization, and person information to extract the corresponding
features. Along with this direction, a publicly available library *2

is utilized to estimate the phone number count feature. We also
use the CMU ARK part-of-speech (POS) tagger [45] to identify

*2 https://github.com/google/libphonenumber

the noun POS of each tokenized word which is required to extract
the noun count feature. To estimate the known already count fea-
ture of a tweet, we enumerate the number of previously posted
similar tweets. Two tweets are considered as similar if they are
70% similar based on the cosine similarity score.

Since most of the tweets posted in a disaster or emergency
situation are usually sentiment sensitive, we extract four sen-
timent aware features to distill the sentiment dimension of a
tweet. To estimate the sentiment polarity of a tweet, we use
a publicly available package SentiStrength [46]. We construct
the positive and negative sentiment bearing word lexicons as de-
scribed in Ref. [47], where seven publicly available sentiment lex-
icons are used including the Bing Liu lexicon [48], subjectivity
clues from [49], EffectWordNet [50], WordStat Sentiment Dic-
tionary *3, NRC emotion lexicon [51], SentiStrength lexicon [46],
and SentiWordnet [52]. We utilize these lexicons to estimate the
lexicon based sentiment aware features. For the emoticon count
feature, we use a publicly available library emoji4j *4 to identify
the emoticon.

Moreover, twitter has some special characteristics including
#hashtag, retweet, and URL. A hashtag is a metadata tag and
people usually use it to highlight the trending topics and events.
Since disaster events usually reached the trending topic in twitter
within the shortest span of time, therefore hashtag might be an
important indicator to distill the tweets’ information. We extract
two hashtag related twitter specific features as described in Ta-
ble 1. To overcome the limitations of twitters length constraints,
people use URL in their posted tweets to share extra information.
Besides, an informative tweet might be retweeted by other users.
We also exploit these important characteristics to extract the cor-
responding features as defined in Table 1.
3.2.5 Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)

After extracting transfer learning features and hand-crafted
features, we concatenate them and pass to a fully connected
multilayer perceptron (MLP) [56] network. An MLP is a feed-
forward artificial neural network model that maps sets of input
data that are passing through multiple fully connected hidden
layers to generate the appropriate outputs. Multiple hidden lay-
ers help the model to learn the required information for iden-
tifying correct information types of a tweet effectively. MLP
utilizes stochastic gradient descent based back-propagation algo-
rithm [57], a supervised technique to learn all the parameters of
the model.
3.2.6 Information Type Prediction and Model Training

After getting the final tweet representation from both the
CMK+NLSTMs module and MLP module, we concatenate them
and pass to a fully connected softmax layer for information type
classification. The output of the softmax layer is the probabil-
ity distribution over all the information type categories and the
category with the highest value is assigned as the final label.

In our model, cross-entropy is used as the loss function and the
model is trained by minimizing the error defined as follows:

*3 http://provalisresearch.com/Download/WSD.zip
*4 https://github.com/kcthota/emoji4j
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P(m(i), n(i)) =
k∑

j=1

1{n(i) = j} log(n∼(i)
j )

where m(i) is the training sample with its true label n(i). n∼(i)
j is the

estimated probability in [0, 1] for each label j. 1{condition} is an
indicator which is 1 if true and 0 otherwise.

We adopt the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm to
learn the model parameter and use the Adam optimizer [58], [59].
To tackle the overfitting problem and prevent the complex co-
adaptations that arise due to a small set of training samples, we
employ the commonly used dropout [60] and L2 weight regular-
ization [61] techniques in our proposed neural architecture.

3.3 Combining the Classifiers
After developing the rule-based classifier and our proposed

neural network based classifier, we combine them to classify the
tweet into the different high-level information types. At first, the
rule-based classifier is applied to classify the tweet to the corre-
sponding information type. For tweets that are not classified by
the rule-based classifier, we consider the prediction label from
our proposed neural network model as the final label.

4. Experiments and Evaluation

4.1 Dataset Collection
To validate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we

made use of the TREC incident streams (TREC-IS) benchmark
dataset [3], [4] released at the TREC-2018. The dataset contains
21 query topics, where the training set contains 6 query topics and
the test set contains 15 query topics. The topics are selected from
six different incident event types including wildfire, earthquake,
flood, tornado/typhoon/hurricane, bombing, and shooting. Each
query topic is composed of topic number, query title, query type,
Wikipedia url, and query narratives. For each query topic, a set
of relevant tweets is sampled from twitter. TREC-IS organizers
provided 3771 training tweets related to 6 training query topics,
where 1335 tweets were annotated with the label and correspond-
ing indicator terms. Though we employed a naive rule-based clas-
sifier at the entry stage of our proposed approach, we used the full
training dataset to train our proposed neural network model. In
addition, from the training data, the indicator terms of the Mul-

timediaShare category and Donations category were used to cre-
ate the lexicons described in Section 3.1.2. Similarly, among the
provided 22238 test tweets related to 15 test query topics, 19784
tweets were labeled by the TREC assessors. Systems were eval-
uated based on the labeled tweets.

The organizers also provided an ontology of information types,
which contains 25 high-level information types or class label
broadly grouped into Request, Report, CallToAction, and Other
categories. Table 2 summarizes the overall statistics of the 2018
TREC-IS dataset and the statistics of the annotated tweets dis-
tribution among the 25 high-level information types in both the
training and test set are presented in Table 3.

4.2 Dataset Preprocessing
The data preprocessing stage is initiated with tokenization. To

distill more information from a tweet text, we employed a hashtag

Table 2 The statistics of 2018 TREC-IS dataset.

Category Train Test

Number of Incident Events 6 15
Number of Annotated Tweets 1335 19784
Number of High-level Information Types 23 25
Average Number of Tweets Per Event 267 1318
Average Number of Tweets Per Information Type 53 1736

Table 3 Tweets distribution among high-level information types.

Intent High-level Information Type Train Test

CallToAction-Donations 15 804
CallToAction CallToAction-MovePeople 26 27

CallToAction-Volunteer 2 116

Request-GoodsServices 0 126
Request Request-InformationWanted 10 172

Request-SearchAndRescue 0 286

Report-CleanUp 2 62
Report-EmergingThreats 36 686
Report-Factoid 140 2383
Report-FirstPartyObservation 28 1325
Report-Hashtags 4 3363

Report Report-MultimediaShare 127 3974
Report-Official 52 403
Report-ServiceAvailable 15 1076
Report-SignificantEventChange 34 415
Report-ThirdPartyObservation 15 3807
Report-Weather 42 4160

Other-Advice 39 1209
Other-ContinuingNews 251 4871
Other-Discussion 51 2060

Other
Other-Irrelevant 163 2605
Other-KnownAlready 113 1101
Other-PastNews 12 1351
Other-Sentiment 132 6952
Other-Unknown 26 77

segmentation technique and replaced the hashtag with the seg-
mented words. To achieve this, we utilized a tool provided by
Baziotis et al. [62], where they used the Viterbi algorithm [63] to
select the probable segmented words based on the word statis-
tics from large twitter corpora. We also removed the non-English
characters and symbols from the tweets. In twitter, people of-
ten used non-standard word forms to express their thought in-
formally and concisely. For example, sometimes people use
“fireeeeeeee” instead of “fire,” “floooood” instead of “flood”,
“trnadooo” instead “tornado”, and “hlp” instead of “help”. We
employed two lexical normalization dictionaries collected from
Refs. [64] and [65] to obtain the original form of such unconven-
tional words. Besides, stopwords play a negative role and even-
tually degrade the performance of the classifier system because
they do not carry any action-oriented information. For stopword
removal, we applied the Indri’s standard stoplist *5.

4.3 Evaluation Measures
To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we

applied the evaluation measures used in the 2018 TREC-IS
track [3], [4], where participants’ systems were tasked with iden-
tifying one most relevant information type per-tweet. But during
the ground truth generation of the test set, human assessors were
allowed to select as many information types as appropriate for
a single tweet. Therefore, the organizer used two ways referred

*5 https://www.lemurproject.org/stopwords/stoplist.dft
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Table 4 The contingency table used for McNemar’s test.

Classifier A Classifier B

Classifier A Number of instances cor-
rectly classified by both A
and B.

Number of instances cor-
rectly classified by A but
misclassified by B.

Classifier B Number of instances cor-
rectly classified by B but
misclassified by A.

Number of instances mis-
classified by both A and B.

to as multi-type and any-type evaluation criteria to evaluate the
performance.

In the multi-type evaluation metrics, there are two sub-types:
Positive Class, where the categorization performance per infor-
mation type is estimated in a 1 vs. All manner and Overall, that
estimates the overall classification accuracy. A system gets a full
score if it identifies all the categories that the human assessor se-
lected for that tweet. In any-type evaluation, a system is con-
sidered to correctly categorize a tweet and gets a full score if it
identifies any of the categories that the human assessor selected
for that tweet.

Since participants’ systems were tasked with identifying one
most relevant information type per-tweet, the 2018 TREC-IS or-
ganizers employed the any-type evaluation criteria to evaluate
the performance of a system. This evaluation measure is use-
ful to evaluate the absolute performance of a model. Four stan-
dard evaluation metrics including micro average precision, recall,
F1 score, and accuracy were used to estimate the performance
of a system, where the micro average F1 score was considered
as the primary evaluation measure. We also report the compar-
ative results based on the multi-type evaluation, though system
performance cannot be evaluated perfectly under this measure.
However, multi-type evaluation is primarily useful for compar-
ative performance analysis between information types and be-
tween events. We utilized the evaluation scripts provided by
the TREC-IS organizers for ensuring appropriate evaluation and
comparison.

To check whether there is a statistically significant difference
between the performances of the two classification systems, we
used the McNemar’s test [66], [67], [68] at a 95% confidence
level (p-value < 0.05). McNemar’s test is a statistical test that
applies to a 2 × 2 contingency table as presented in Table 4. It
is also known as McNemar’s Chi-Square test because sampling
distribution of the McNemar statistic uses the chi-square [69]
distribution.

The null hypothesis of this test is that the performances of the
two classifiers are equal (i.e., they have the same error rate). The
critical value for the McNemar statistic at a 95% confidence level
is 3.84. The null hypothesis is rejected if the McNemar statistic
> 3.84 (when p-value < 0.05).

4.4 Model Configuration
In this section, we describe the hyper-parameters settings

of our proposed neural model. Our model was designed on
Tensorflow [70] and trained on a GPU [71] to utilize the effi-
ciency of parallel computation of tensors. A simple random grid
search with 10-fold cross-validation on the full training dataset

Table 5 The hyper-parameters search space.

Hyper-parameters Search Space

Kernel Selection in CNN {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
Number of Filters in CNN {100, 200, ..., 700, 800}
Nested LSTM Layers {1, 2, 3, 4}
MLP Layers {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Optimal Epoch Number {10, 20, ..., 200}
Dropout {0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.05}

is employed to select the optimal hyper-parameters. The hyper-
parameters search space is illustrated in Table 5.

We employed the 300-dimensional fastText embedding model
pre-trained on Wikipedia with skip-gram [29] to initialize the
word embeddings in the embedding layer described in Sec-
tion 3.2.1. In our multiple kernel-based convolutions (CMK) de-
scribed in Section 3.2.2, we employed 4 different kernel sizes
including (2, 3, 4, 5) and the number of filters was set to 600. In
our model, the nested LSTMs module contains 2 layers and the
MLP module contains 3 layers. We applied 150 epochs to train
our model with a batch size of 32 and an initial learning rate was
set to 0.001 with the Adam optimizer. Both the NLSTMs lay-
ers and the MLP layers were dropped out with a probability of
0.02. L2 regularization with a factor of 0.01 was applied to the
weights in the softmax layer. To get a stable and reproducible
performance of our proposed neural model, we set up a random
seed using numpy.random.seed (45).

However, to keep the generalizability of the InferSent sentence
embeddings and due to the sparse distribution of tweets across
information types, we did not fine-tune the InferSent [34] model.
We employed the pre-trained InferSent [34] model as a generic
transfer learning features extractor. Unless otherwise stated, de-
fault settings were used for the other parameters.

4.5 Results and Analysis
We now evaluate the actionable tweet categorization perfor-

mance of our proposed method in this section. Following the
2018 TREC-IS [4] benchmark, we consider the any-type evalua-
tion criteria to estimate the performance. The summarized results
of our proposed method based on different experimental settings
are presented in Table 6.

At first, we report the results based on the baseline. We
used the n-gram based bag-of-words (BoW) feature with the
scikit-learn [56] implementation of linear support vector machine
(SVM) classifier, LinearSVC and multinomial naive Bayes (NB)
classifier, MultinomialNB as our baseline systems. In our exper-
iments, we consider the word n-grams (1-, 2-, and 3-gram) fea-
tures with the TF-IDF weighting scheme and regularization pa-
rameter, C=10 for LinearSVC. Default settings were used for the
other parameters. We also incorporate our proposed rule-based
classifier with the SVM and NB settings to make an effective
comparison with our proposed neural approach.

Next, we report the overall results of our proposed method. Ex-
perimental results show that our proposed method outperforms
the above mentioned baselines by at least 5.14% (SVM+Rule-
based) and at best 8.99% (NB) in terms of the primary evaluation
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Table 6 Performance on different experimental settings (Micro Avg. Pre-
cision, Recall, F1 Score, and Accuracy; higher is better). The
best results are highlighted in boldface. † indicates the statistically
significant difference between our proposed method and the other
methods; (McNemar’s Test: p-value < 0.05).

Method
Any-Type (Micro Avg.)

Precision Recall F1 Score Accuracy

Baselines

Naive Bayes (NB)† 0.3742 1.0000 0.5447 0.3742
NB+Rule-based† 0.3932 0.9856 0.5621 0.3925
SVM† 0.3967 1.0000 0.5681 0.3967
SVM+Rule-based† 0.4140 0.9863 0.5832 0.4132

Our Proposed Approach

Proposed Method 0.4674 0.9879 0.6346 0.4661

Performance After the Component Ablation

−Rule-based Clf.† 0.4504 1.0000 0.6210 0.4504
−CMK† 0.4140 0.9864 0.5832 0.4132
−NLSTMs† 0.4449 0.9873 0.6134 0.4438
−MLP† 0.4445 0.9873 0.6130 0.4434
−(CMK+NLSTMs)† 0.2148 0.9741 0.3520 0.2156
−(CMK+MLP)† 0.4159 0.9865 0.5851 0.4150
−(NLSTMs+MLP)† 0.4506 0.9875 0.6188 0.4495

metric F1 score. This deduces the effectiveness of our method
over the traditional BoW based approaches.

To evaluate the effectiveness of each component, we performed
the component ablation study on our proposed model. In this
regard, we removed one component each time and repeated the
experiment. From Table 6, it can be observed that when remov-
ing the individual major components including rule-based clas-
sifier (Clf.), convolution using multiple kernels (CMK), nested
LSTMs (NLSTMs), and multilayer perceptron (MLP) the results
decreased by 1.36%, 5.14%, 2.12%, and 2.16%, respectively, in
terms of primary evaluation measure micro avg. F1 score. It
shows that multi-kernel convolution (CMK) has the highest im-
pact on the performances. This validates our rationale for us-
ing different kernel sizes in the convolution layer to capture dif-
ferent types of feature abstractions. However, the NLSTMs and
MLP components have a similar kind of impact. This deduces the
importance of the NLSTMs module to learn longer-term depen-
dencies and the MLP module to incorporate additional effective
information through transfer learning and hand-crafted features.
We also see that our rule-based classifier has the least impact on
the overall performance. This is because we used very few rules
for identifying information types.

From the analysis of individual components contribution in
our model, we have seen that CMK has the highest contribu-
tion. Therefore, it is expected that the (CMK+NLSTMs) module
might also have a significant contribution to our model. When
removing (CMK+NLSTMs) module from our model, we have
observed a drastic decrease in performance, which is 28.26% in
terms of micro avg. F1 score. This deduces the effectiveness of
(CMK+NLSTMs) to capture the tweet contexts effectively. Be-
sides, the aggregation of MLP module imputed with the hand-
crafted and transfer learning features, enhance the performance
of our proposed neural model to identify the correct informa-
tion type of the tweets. We have also seen that when remov-
ing (CMK+MLP) and (NLSTMs+MLP) components, the results

decreased by 4.95% and 1.58%, respectively. This deduces the
combined contribution of these components.

However, from the experimental results, it seems that we
achieved the perfect recall when removing our rule-based classi-
fier i.e. when incorporating our rule-based classifier the recall rate
is slightly dropped though the rate of other evaluation measures
are improved. This is because in our rule-based classifier partic-
ularly the language-related rule misjudges some positive tweets.
We have identified two plausible reasons regarding the misjudg-
ment: the human assessor judged some non-English tweets as rel-
evant during the ground-truth generation and our used language
detection tool failed to decide the language of some tweets due to
the noisy words or very few word occurrences.

Moreover, we performed the McNemar’s statistical test (p-
value < 0.05) to validate whether the decrease in performance is
significant or not in the ablation study and validate the improve-
ment related to the baselines. From the results, we have seen that
when removing each component from our model the decrease in
performance is significant. This deduced the importance of each
of the components in our neural architecture. We also obtained a
significant difference in results against the baselines.

4.6 Comparison with Related Work
To evaluate the performance of our method against the cur-

rent state-of-the-art, we compared the performance with the
top-performing teams at the 2018 TREC-IS task [4] named as
cbnuS2 [5], KDEIS4 DM [6], umdhcilfasttext [8], cbnuS1 [5],
NHK run2 [7], and uogTr R3 asp [4]. The comparative results
are presented in Table 7. The results showed that our proposed
method achieved a 5.97% improvement over the top-performing
system cbnuS2 [5] in terms of primary evaluation measure micro
avg. F1 score based on any-type evaluation criteria, which vali-
date the effectiveness of our method. We also obtained the best
result in terms of the precision and accuracy compared to the par-
ticipants’ systems.

However, we also reported the results based on multi-type eval-
uation criteria despite its limitation for overall system perfor-
mance estimation according to the 2018 TREC-IS [4] benchmark.
Under the multi-type positive class metrics, performance per in-
formation type is estimated in a 1 vs. All manner (considering
only true positives and true negatives). A system only gets the
full score if it selects all the assigned categories by the human as-
sessor. But the 2018 TREC-IS tasked the participants’ systems to
provide only one category per tweet while the assessors provide
multiple categories per tweet. Therefore, performance evaluation
under this metric cannot be perfect. For instance, if the ground
truth of the tweet contains 4 information types, a system only
receives a maximum of a 1/4 score for that tweet. In addition,
as shown in Table 3, we have seen that some information types
have very few training samples, therefore our proposed method
did not capture the context of these information types and gave
preference to the other information types. The scenario also illus-
trated in Fig. 4, where we see that our proposed method did not
classify any tweets to the few categories. Therefore, the scores
of these information types affect the macro average evaluation
measures precision, recall, and F1 score which in turn drop down
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Table 7 Comparative performance (Precision, Recall, F1 Score, and Accuracy; higher is better) of our
method against the state-of-the-art on TREC-IS 2018 test set. The best results are highlighted
in boldface. † indicates the statistically significant difference between our proposed method and
the other methods; (McNemar’s Test: p-value < 0.05).

Multi-type (Macro Avg.) Any-type (Micro Avg.) McNemar’s Test
on Any-type

Evaluation Criteria
(p-value)

Method Positive Class (1 vs. All) Overall
Precision Recall F1 Score

(Target Metric)
AccuracyPrecision Recall F1 Score Accuracy

Proposed Method 0.2161 0.0986 0.1162 0.9095 0.4674 0.9879 0.6346 0.4661

Top Performing Teams in TRECIS-2018 [4]

cbnuS2 [5] 0.2666 0.1122 0.1262 0.9059 0.4559 0.7780 0.5749 0.4213 † 3.299e − 31
KDEIS4 DM [6] 0.1483 0.0708 0.0734 0.9035 0.3914 0.9856 0.5603 0.3908 † 2.478e − 103
umdhcilfasttext [8] 0.1827 0.0962 0.1117 0.9044 0.4534 0.7260 0.5582 0.4022 † 3.993e − 65
cbnuS1 [5] 0.2187 0.1164 0.1254 0.9048 0.4472 0.7402 0.5575 0.4064 † 1.175e − 56
NHK run2 [7] 0.2104 0.1005 0.1187 0.9042 0.4483 0.7143 0.5509 0.3997 † 4.899e − 68
uogTr R3 asp [4] 0.2159 0.0945 0.1050 0.8973 0.3136 1.0000 0.4775 0.3136 † 1.164e − 302

Participant Median 0.1827 0.0784 0.0825 0.8993 0.3978 0.6165 0.4775 0.3385 N/A

Fig. 4 (Multi-type) Performance comparison among the high-level infor-
mation types.

the performance of our model compared to some related methods
including cbnuS2 and cbnuS1 [5].

In contrast, the overall accuracy score in multi-type evaluation
criteria is much higher compared to the positive class score. Since
a tweet belongs to more than one category, therefore true nega-
tives are vastly more common than true positives. That is why
overall accuracy is much higher compared to the positive class
scores. Our proposed method obtained slightly better results un-
der this evaluation metric.

In addition, McNemar’s statistical testing (p-value < 0.05)
was conducted for performance comparison with other methods.
From Table 7, the results showed that a high degree of signifi-
cant differences was observed between our proposed method and
other related methods. We also compared the performance of our
model with the participant’s median as shown in Table 7.

cbnuS1 and cbnuS2 [5] utilized the conceptual representation
of tweets to train the SVM classifier. For the conceptual represen-
tation of tweets, the cbnuS1 system considered the terms, event
entities, category indicator entities, and information type entities.
In addition to these entities, the cbnuS2 system utilized the URL
entities and user entities. Since the tweets are short in length
and contain the rare and noisy words incessantly, considering

only the entity information might not be sufficient to represent
the tweet context. However, in our proposed method we over-
come these limitations by employing state-of-the-art deep learn-
ing techniques and transfer learning features for effective tweet
representation. KDEIS4 DM [6] employed a rule-based classi-
fier with a linear weighted combination of the hand-crafted fea-
ture based SVM classifier and DeepMoji [72] based neural net-
work model. However, DeepMoji is trained on emotion-related
tweets and designed specifically for emotion-related text mod-
eling. Therefore, features generated from DeepMoji may not
represent the context of all types of tweets effectively and only
a linear weighted combination with other classifiers may not
reduce its biases towards emotional tweets. In contrast, our
method is free from such biases and focused on all types of
tweets equally. NHK run2 [7] applied a bag-of-words (BoW)
based multilayer perceptron (MLP) model. However, BoW fea-
tures have the limitations of capturing word-order information
and addressing the challenges of polysemy (i.e. different words
have similar meaning) information. In contrast, we employed the
deep semantic representation of tweets to mitigate this problem.
umdhcilfasttext [8] trained a fastText [29] model based on their
collected tweets to generate the feature vectors and employed the
Naive-Bayes for classification. This model only focused on cap-
turing the semantic meaning of individual words using fastText
and didn’t employ any methods e.g., CNN, LSTM to learn the
compositionality of words therefore didn’t represent the context
of the tweet effectively. In contrast, our convolutional nested
LSTM module mitigates this issue and generates effective tweet
representation. uogTr R3 asp [4] used the weighted combination
of three modules based on indicator terms, information type dic-
tionary, and FactFinder (a series of machine-learned classification
models) to predict the information type categories, where highest
weight was given to the information type dictionary module and
less equal weights were given to the other two modules. To gen-
erate the information type dictionary, they utilize the Word2Vec
model pre-trained on Google news dataset to extract the related
terms of the events and manually annotated them with the vari-
ous information types. However, it is not feasible to identify the
terms for all the information types categories that can easily dis-
tinguish the corresponding category from others, thus degrading
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Table 8 Taining and test tweets distribution among high-level information types across events.

Training Dataset

Events Name
2012

Colorado
Wildfires

2012
Costa Rica
Earthquake

2013
Colorado
Floods

2012
Typhoon

Pablo

2013
LA Airport
Shooting

2013
West Texas
Explosion

Number of Sample 263 247 235 244 162 184

Tweet Distribution among High-level Information Type

Donations 10 0 3 1 0 1
MovePeople 10 1 9 1 0 5
Volunteer 1 0 0 0 0 1

GoodsServices 0 0 0 0 0 0
InformationWanted 1 1 3 3 1 1
SearchAndRescue 0 0 0 0 0 0

CleanUp 1 0 1 0 0 0
EmergingThreats 5 2 15 9 0 5
Factoid 37 9 38 16 23 17
FirstPartyObservation 7 8 6 0 6 1
Hashtags 1 0 1 1 1 0
MultimediaShare 36 2 29 20 8 32
Official 8 24 3 8 5 4
ServiceAvailable 7 1 5 0 0 2
SignificantEventChange 7 9 1 7 8 2
ThirdPartyObservation 2 4 1 3 4 1
Weather 7 0 7 28 0 0

Advice 3 1 15 10 5 5
ContinuingNews 61 23 41 39 60 27
Discussion 8 3 9 13 10 8
Irrelevant 33 37 31 43 7 12
KnownAlready 0 110 2 1 0 0
PastNews 0 2 1 1 5 3
Sentiment 14 6 12 30 17 53
Unknown 4 4 2 10 2 4

Test Dataset

Events Name
2012

Guatemala
Earthquake

2013
Australia
Bushfire

2014
Typhoon
Hagupit

2013
Boston

Bombings

2013
Queensland

Floods

2011
Joplin

Tornado

2012
Philipinnes

Floods

2013
Manila
Floods

2015
Nepal

Earthquake

2013
Typhoon
Yolanda

2013
Alberta
Floods

2012
Italy

Earthquakes

2014
Chile

Earthquake

2015
Paris

Attacks

2018
Fl School
Shooting

Number of Sample 154 677 4193 535 713 96 437 411 7684 564 722 103 311 2066 1118

Tweet Distribution among High-level Information Type

Donations 3 15 42 9 13 1 75 48 429 117 37 0 0 0 15
MovePeople 0 1 7 0 6 1 3 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 1 16 4 3 2 13 20 25 15 13 0 0 0 4

GoodsServices 0 0 3 1 0 1 29 17 72 1 2 0 0 0 0
InformationWanted 0 1 38 6 4 1 0 20 95 4 1 0 1 0 1
SearchAndRescue 0 0 5 0 0 1 104 4 165 0 2 0 0 5 0

CleanUp 3 0 20 0 12 1 1 0 14 0 10 0 0 0 1
EmergingThreats 131 22 97 61 39 9 21 44 185 7 6 0 6 25 33
Factoid 111 227 756 29 63 5 8 30 801 49 25 2 26 183 68
FirstPartyObservation 1 102 1275 4 5 15 236 29 1503 42 473 1 48 71 2
Hashtags 4 0 1025 208 457 32 0 31 534 303 0 1 43 551 174
MultimediaShare 34 99 1058 99 180 26 24 44 1130 160 165 6 131 268 550
Official 8 73 61 4 80 11 7 19 45 18 45 0 29 3 0
ServiceAvailable 2 29 96 14 13 16 1 41 756 39 6 0 1 62 0
SignificantEventChange 0 25 65 4 67 4 0 2 80 7 3 0 1 157 0
ThirdPartyObservation 1 529 1789 8 97 34 186 38 279 151 239 36 154 610 9
Weather 0 7 1197 0 20 6 0 45 18 18 1 0 13 0 0

Advice 2 65 194 16 111 16 120 3 405 30 225 0 3 16 3
ContinuingNews 121 435 1326 148 364 58 84 39 929 401 353 29 202 276 106
Discussion 0 1 294 117 21 6 2 0 797 7 1 0 9 96 709
Irrelevant 16 39 260 216 223 21 2 151 1033 56 3 53 10 436 86
KnownAlready 66 1 126 69 12 0 0 1 302 0 7 1 1 232 283
PastNews 0 2 22 255 39 0 1 0 70 0 1 0 15 0 946
Sentiment 12 177 1434 254 178 15 86 1 3336 136 236 14 50 789 234
Unknown 0 0 5 0 12 3 0 0 53 0 0 0 0 4 0

the performance of the model.
In brief, in our proposed method, we overcame the limitations

of the above-discussed methods and achieved significant perfor-
mance improvement compared to them. Instead of the bag-of-
words (BoW) based approach, we use the state-of-the-art deep
semantic feature representation techniques including multi-kernel
convolutional nested-LSTM module and transfer learning to cap-
ture the context of the tweets. In addition, we also exploit vari-
ous important task-specific indicators in our hand-crafted features
representation and employ a naive rule-based classifier that pro-
vides our model with additional strength.

4.7 Discussion
To further analyze the efficacy of our proposed method, we

perform the high-level information type-wise and incident event-
wise performance comparison. In this regard, we consider the
multi-type evaluation criteria due to its effectiveness for contrast-
ing performance between information types and events. Figure 4
depicts the performance of our method based on different high-
level information types.

From Fig. 4, we can observe that our method classified the

Fig. 5 (Multi-type) Event-wise performance comparison.
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Table 9 Examples of successful and unsuccessful tweets based on our proposed methods and three re-
lated methods including SVM+Rule-based, NB+Rule-based, and 2018 TREC-IS top performing
system cbnuS2 [5]. The tweets are related to various incident events and boldfaced labels are one
of the correct labels for the respective tweets.

Successful Example

Event Tweet Samples SVM+Rule-based NB+Rule-based cbnuS2 [5] Proposed Method

2012 Guatemala Earth-
quake

At least 48 killed as 7.4 mag earthquake
strikes Guatemala http://t.co/svZxoRuf (via
@news360app)

KnownAlready KnownAlready KnownAlready ContinuingNews

2012 Italy Earthquakes
5.8-magnitude quake hits northern Italy,
causes more buildings to crumble:
http://t.co/WTDgOJOT - VW /via @AP

KnownAlready KnownAlready KnownAlready ContinuingNews

2012 Philipinnes Floods @sabenimitch stay tuned for announcements.
Check the #ReliefPH relief ph

Donations ContinuingNews Sentiment Advice

2013 Alberta Floods The floods in Calgary are crazy PastNews ContinuingNews MultimediaShare Sentiment

2013 Australia Bushfire
RT @NSWRFS: #Lithgow Fire: The fire
has jumped Bells Line of Road. #NSWRFS
#nswfires lithgow nswrfs nsw fires

EmergingThreats ContinuingNews Irrelevant FirstPartyObservation

2013 Boston Bombings
RT WHLive: Happening at 11ET: President
Obama speaks at an interfaith service dedicated
to victims of the bombing in Boston. http://t.c ...

Factoid Sentiment Factoid Official

2013 Manila Floods

RT @MMDA: FLOOD UPDATES: as of 10:45
AM, (MANILA) Recto Morayta - gutter deep.
Rizal Recto - 1/2 tire deep. Taft Kalaw (cont)
http://t.co/5?

Advice ContinuingNews MultimediaShare Factoid

2013 Queensland Floods
Whoohoo! Thankyou Energex power back on
Kiels Mtn 4559. Time for a cuppa. #bigwet big
wet

Factoid ContinuingNews Irrelevant Sentiment

2013 Typhoon Yolanda

RT @ABSCBNChannel2: Through his hectic
schedule, he finds time and ways to help the
#Philippines. Thank you so much @justinbieber
;) philippines.

Donations ContinuingNews Discussion Sentiment

2011 Joplin Tornado
Tornado warning O.O what tha fawk? Ak-
ward area - - this world is deadening:
http://yearbook.com/a/1c0zho

Discussion ContinuingNews SignificantEventChange Sentiment

2014 Chile Earthquake Chile’s Earthquake status as of April 3, 2014
GMT+8 http://t.co/zQxB0WKJRp

KnownAlready KnownAlready KnownAlready FirstPartyObservation

2014 Typhoon Hagupit
@CruzRojaEsp Did you see #typhoon #Hagupit
with #MeteoEarth? http://t.co/vuCsuzjkqs ty-
phoon hagupit meteo earth?

Sentiment ContinuingNews Irrelevant Weather

2015 Nepal Earthquake @WelshToy I just searched Nepal climate
change and that is actually scary.

FirstPartyObservation ContinuingNews Irrelevant Discussion

2018 Fl School Shooting School shooting plot suspect kept journal of
plans https://t.co/tg6QdxnMee

Factoid ContinuingNews ContinuingNews PastNews

2015 Paris Attacks
A #French police union official tells AP there
were 2 suicide attacks and one bombing near sta-
dium. #ParisAttacks. french paris attacks.

ContinuingNews ContinuingNews ContinuingNews ThirdPartyObservation

Unsuccessful Example

2012 Guatemala Earth-
quake

RT @BBCBreaking: Update: #Guatemala’s
President Molina says at least 48 people
killed by #earthquake http://t.co/BcZnyWZf
guatemala’s earthquake

Factoid ContinuingNews ContinuingNews Official

2013 Alberta Floods Calgary floods trigger an oil spill and a mass
evacuation: http://t.co/uW4NMxW7ED

ContinuingNews ContinuingNews ContinuingNews MovePeople

2013 Australia Bushfire ’Mega-fire’ fears in Australia
http://t.co/6RqeqYsWxr

ThirdPartyObservation ContinuingNews ContinuingNews Sentiment

2013 Boston Bombings RT EhabZ: Boston suspect’s twitter Dzhokhar
... He doesn’t seem like a terrorist.

ContinuingNews ContinuingNews Irrelevant Discussion

2013 Typhoon Yolanda

Typhoon YOLANDA Tropical Cyclone
Archive — Tropical Cyclone Warning
for Shi...: ‘ Typhoon YOLANDA Tropi...
http://t.co/r3Nkt34KIa

Official ContinuingNews Official Weather

2015 Paris Attacks Shocking Paris attacks leaves 60 dead, others
held hostage https://t.co/QBrTQHwftw

Factoid Factoid Factoid ContinuingNews

2018 FL School Shooting

RT @WPXI: UPDATE: Suspect in Florida
school shooting still at-large, officials say. Look
for developing information on Channel 11 News
at 5?

ContinuingNews ContinuingNews ContinuingNews Discussion
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largest number of tweets belonging to the Other-Sentiment
information type. For some other information types in-
cluding CallToAction-Donations, Other-ContinuingNews,
Report-Weather, Report-MultimediaShare, Report-Factoid,
Other-Advice, and Other-Discussion, our method classified
a moderate number of tweets. However, our method did not
classify any tweets to the seven information types. Since there
are multiple labels annotated to each tweet and our system
annotated one category per tweet according to the 2018 TREC-IS
benchmark, therefore our system prioritized other information
types over these types. To identify the reason, we observed the
tweet distribution across information types and events illustrated
in Table 3 and Table 8, respectively. Our investigation revealed
that no training sample provided for the Request-GoodsServices
and Request-SearchAndRescue information types and very few
(2 to 4) training samples provided for the Report-CleanUp,
CallToAction-Volunteer, and Report-Hashtags types, which
makes it difficult for our model to learn the contextual informa-
tion effectively for those categories.

Similarly, the incident event-wise performance of our
method illustrated in Fig. 5. We observed that our method ob-
tained a similar kind of performance for different types of
events which are broadly grouped into earthquake, tor-
nado/typhoon/hurricane, bombings, shootings, floods, and wild-
fires. From Table 3 and Table 8, we observed that the major infor-
mation types which are shared across events including Sentiment,
ContinuingNews, Weather, MultimediaShare, ThirdPartyObser-
vation, and Factoid. Figure 4 shows that our proposed method
captures the trends of these information types but ThirdPartyOb-
servation, which in turn helps our model to obtain a nearly similar
performance across events as illustrated in Fig. 5. Therefore, we
can deduce that our method is not biased towards specific types
of events thus is easily generalizable to other events.

For qualitative analysis, we have enlisted successful and un-
successful example tweets of various events classified by our pro-
posed method and three related methods including SVM+Rule-
based, NB+Rule-based, and the top-performing system of the
2018 TREC-IS track cbnuS2 [5] in Table 9. Boldfaced labels are
one of the correct labels for the respective tweets.

From the illustration of successful examples, we see that our
proposed method learned the context of the tweet effectively com-
pared to the other methods and classify the tweet to the correct
label. Considering the example tweets “@sabenimitch stay tuned
for announcements. Check the #ReliefPH relief ph” and “The
floods in Calgary are crazy ”, we see that our method classifies
them to the Advice and Sentiment information types, whereas
other methods failed to categorize these tweets to any of the cor-
rect labels. This deduces the effectiveness of our method over the
other methods.

Besides, we also enlist some unsuccessful examples to analyze
the shortcomings of our method. We see that some tweets are am-
biguously and/or minimally labeled by the human assessors i.e.
these tweets did not contain all the correct labels. For example,
it seems that the tweet “Calgary floods trigger an oil spill and a
mass evacuation: http://t.co/uW4NMxW7ED” contains informa-
tion about people’s evacuation, therefore MovePeople should be

one of the categories for this tweet. However, the ground truth did
not contain this label. The same things happened for the “‘Mega-
fire’ fears in Australia http://t.co/6RqeqYsWxr” tweets. Though
there is a strong indication of the Sentiment category, the ground
truth of this tweet did not contain this label. However, there is
still room for improvement of our method. Since the dataset does
not provide much training data and imbalanced across classes and
events as shown in Table 3 and Table 8, effective data augmenta-
tion might help our model to further improve the performance.

5. Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we have proposed a neural network model with
a naive rule-based classifier for the actionable informative tweet
categorization. We trained a multilayer perceptron (MLP) fo-
cused on transfer learning features and hand-crafted features. In
addition, upon extracting higher-level feature sequences through
multiple kernels based convolution, we employed the nested
LSTMs for learning long-term dependencies. The generated fea-
ture sequences from both modules are then concatenated and
passed to a fully connected layer to estimate the final tweet label.
Experimental results on the 2018 TREC-IS dataset have shown
that our proposed neural model learned the contextual informa-
tion effectively which in turn improved the actionable informative
tweet categorization performance and exceded the current state-
of-the-art methods by a large margin.

In the future, we have a plan to exploit the automatic data aug-
mentation, location information, temporal information, retweet,
follower count, and author-follower relation to improve the clas-
sification performance. Moreover, we intend to generalize and
evaluate our model for identifying multiple information types, be-
cause a single tweet might contain the information of more than
one type.
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